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A B~~l~NER'S GUIDE TO THE IONOSPHERE

Father Jack Pejza

The propagation of radio waves depends on many things. One of the most
important factors controlling the way they travel outward from a transmitt~r
is the presence of layers of electrically charged particles in the atmosphcre.
Without these layers, radio signals would not travel morethan about a hundred
miles from the transmitter. In this article I intend to show these layers, col-
lectively called the ionosphere, are produced and how they differ. In Part II
I will show how radio waves are ,.rfected by the ionosphere, permitting long dia-
t&9Ce reception. Since I am not by profession a radio engineer, I do not claim
to be an expert on the ionosphere, and consequently have drawn on the knou-
ledge of other.. A bibliography of works consulted is appended to this article.

Composition of the Atmosphere

The atmosphere of the earth is a mixture of gases held to the earth by
gravitational attraction. It is densest at sea level and thins out rap~dly
as one goes upward. Almollt all (97~) of the air lies within 25 kilometers (18
miles) of the surface of the earth. 50S is within 5 km (3 miles). The lowest
region, vithin 15 km (10 miles) of the surtace, called the troposphere, is of
little direct interest to the DXer, since it has little effect on MWradio
waves. It is of interest to the weatherman, since almost all of the water vapor
responsible for weather is here. Weather seems to affect radio waves mostly in
the static produced by thunderstorms, but some scientists feel that temperature
ch&Dfl:es about 30 km up produce the "midwinter anomaly".

OrdUlary pure air is colorless and odorless. It consists most1y of nitrogen
(78S) and oxygen (21S) molecules. Small 8IIIOIIDts of other gases make up the other
one-percent. Although the gas molecules are attracted to the earth by gravity,
the fact that they are warm keeps them moving above the surface. (According to
the kinetic theory of gases, the kinetic energy or energy of motion they possess
is directly related to their temperatures. they move faster when they are hot.)
Because of their motion, they spread outward and upward trom the surface. The
atmosphere never really ends. it just gets thinner and thinner until its density
matches that of interplanetary space, about 10,000 km (6000 miles) above the
surtace. At a height of 100 km (60 lliles), it is on1y one-millionth as unse
.. it is at sea 1eveli at 300 a (the height of the' region), it .is on1y one-
b1Uionth u dense. .

At lover levels the different gases remain fair1y vell llixed, but at greater
heights they start to separate. The light 1IO1ecules rise higher than the heavier
ones because gravity exerts 1esa force on them. also at IIDYtemperature they have
greater average speed. Starting about 90 a up, tour distinct layers ot gas are
encOllDtered: molecular nitrogen (1112)trail 90 to 200 km. atClllic oxygen (0) frOlll
200 to 1000 ai he1i11m (Be) from 1000 to 3500 ai and atomic hydrogen (B) above
3500 km. These layers do not haft sharp bollDdaries on top and bottall, but grad-
uall;r blend into one another. The division into lqers is caused by their dif-
ferences in weight. Molecular nitrogen, the heaviest, is closest to earth. The
portion ot the atmosphere we are interested 10 occurs between 60 IIDd 400 a, in
the lIOlecular nitrogen and atClllic oxygen lqers.

Solar JIad1ation

The ionosphere would not be present 10 the earth's atmosphere it it were not'
tor the action ot the sun's radiation. Solar radiation causes molecules of oxygen
and nitrogen, consisting of two atCIIIS bound together, to separate into single
atOllS, or atClllic oxygen and nitrogen. These, u ve11 u SOlll8 ot the molecules
ot nitrogen and OZ7Sen, are then iQ»ised, i.e., one or more ot the electrons ot
the atCIII gain 8Utticient eurgy to escape trca the atom or molecule. Since the
electron is electrically net;ative, the remainillll atom or'molecule then has a
positive charp;e, and is known as an ion. The ionized particles in the ionosphere
are ordinarily producei from atomic OXYlI;en(0+), molecular oxygen (°2+)' and
molecular nitrogen (N2 ). '

Solar radiation reaching the outer edges of the earth's atmosphere consists
of a wide range of electromagnetic radiation. Infrared rays (heat) and visible
lip;ht make up 90% of the radiation. It is the other 9%, consisting of X-rays,
gamma rays and ultraviolet light, which is responsible tor the ionization of th"
atmosphere. These rays possess much more energy than visible light or infrared
rays, and thus are able to give electrons sufficient energy to escape. The
energy of any type of radiation is related inversely to its wavelength. X-rays

which have short wavelengths are more energ:!tic than the longer ultraviolet rays
which in turn are more energetic than visible light or infrared radiation. Wave-

lengths of all types of radiation up through IOsible light is usually expressed
in units called Angstroms (one Angstrom" 10- meters). X-rays have wavelengths
less than 1000 Angstroms. ultraviolet light waves ,are between 1000 and 4500
Angstrom:; .

At any point on earth or in the
atmosphere, the amount ot solar radiation
received in cne day depends on the angle
at which the suo's rays hit (the highest
angle is called the solar zenith angle)
as well as the length of time that spot
is exposed to the sun. (See Figure 1). These
factors are determined by the latitude of
the place and the path ot the sun at dif-
ferent seasons. The rays are most intense
where the rays hit vertically as they do in
the tropics. Where the rays arrive at some
other angle, the same amount ot radiation
must spread out over a larger area, thus
decreasing its intensity. Thus one square
mile in the polar regions vill receive less
energy than one square mile in the tropics.
Since the axis of the earth is tilted 2]!j°
from the plane ot its rotation around the
sun, the amount of energy received at any
spot changes with the seasons. A spot in
the northern hemisphere vil1 receive more
intense radiation in the s_r than 10 the
winter.
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Figure 1. The angle of the sun's
rays determines the intensity
ot energy received.

Effect on the Atmosphere

Let us see in a general yay what bappens
when radiation tram the SlID pusesthrough
the upper atmosphere. At the top ot the
atmosphere, Bince there are sO few gu 1IO1e-
cules or atoms, the n-ber of electrons proao
duced by ionization is extreaely small. '

Closer to the ground, the SUII'S rays encoun-

ter more molecules vi th a subsequent incre..e - -~- - -, Thep'oducuonof.
in the number ot electrons produced. Since lI...oIelec:tlonawhenoon..,ng
each collision of a photon ot energy with rediott;onfelfsf,omeb<Moone
a gas molecule remove. that photon fro. the gasw;Ih""exponenlielheoght
beam ot radiation, the beam get. weaker as _,b~"""Elect,on..'ep<o,
it progresses downward. (Figure 2). At' du.<dmoat,epidlv.talevel.. hich th . _e thedownwe,d;nc,e...01

,At certain heights, the rate 8- v e,. gesconcentr.t;onosmatchedbV
number ot gas particles is increasing dovn- thedownwe,ddac,e...,n'he
Yard is matched by the weakening ot the ;,gthollhe""'~t,on

radiation downward. At- these points the rate ot production is greater than at
placeshigher or lower. These areas of greatest productionare called electron
peaks. Above a peak, the radiation is stronger, but there aren't enough gas
molecules to produce a high concentrationot e1ectroneby ionization.Below the
peak, there aremoregas molecules, but the radiation has weakened to the point
thatfewerelectrons are released than at thepeak.

The graph in Figure 3 shows the concentrations
of electrons at various heights. The peaks marked
D, E, and F1 are calledChapman layers, atter Syd-
ney Chapman who studied them in detailin the
1920's. From his studies, he concluded thatthe
height ot these layers depended on the concentra-
tion IIDd types ot gases presentandon the type
of radiationatfectingeachgas. The D and E
layers are produced by radiationwhich is not ab-
sorbed higherin the atmosphere. The rate at
which electrons are produced at the peaks also
depends on the strength ot the radiation. Since
the radiation reaching theD andE layers is not
as intense as that reaching the Fl layer, the
concentrationsot electrons in these two layers
are lower. The rate ot production also depends
on the angle at which the radiation arrives. Elec-
trons will be produced in greatest quantitieseach
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day at noon wben the sun's rays arrive closest
to the vertical. In the yearly cycle they will
be produced in greatest number in summer when
the sun is highest in the sky.

Chapman also found that the lqers ot electrons
have similar shapes. They differ only in their
heights and rates of electron production. Strictly
speaking, it is erroneous to call them "electron layers" aince atoms are ionized
both above and below these points. "Electron peaks" wo~d be a more accurate
way of describing the electron concentrations, but "llllYer" continues to be the
CClllllODterm used.

Lqers ot the Ionosphere

In 1901 Marconi succeeded in transmitting radio signals troll England to Am-
erica, over the bulge of the earth. Since it was known that electromagnetic waves
travel in str~t lines and ~ bent or diffracted only slightly, Htiaviside and
ltenne14 proposed in 1902 that the radio vaves had been reflected from an atmos-
pheric lqer consisting ot tree electric charges. Beaviside called it the "elec-
trified layer"; others called it the Beaviside layer. Later, Appleton discovered
another higher l8;)'er. To distinguish between the two layers, and to alIke room
tor other possible l8;)'ers, he called the Beaviside l8;)'er the E l8;)'er and the new
18;)'er the F l8;)'er. Subsequently a lover region ot ionization, the D region, was
discovered. It vas also found that the F layer consisted ot two layers which
separated during the clay and 1Ierged at night,
and that the concentration ot electrons de- Wi"" _mor

creased in all l8;)'ers. .. t "' (."IUG!).,IheIa,."
Ignoring the highest lqer, the 12, tor the ,-- . --;r--~' - -r "---

_nt, we find that the next highest llllYer, 5GOf ~-j, 11 -'=I+-'~-;~"";
the n or Appleton l8;)'er, is produced at height: ~- LY::'-1 i~-- - F,:Jj.:
ot 150 to 170 ilia when X-rays strike IIOlecular loGO '1 -~, F I I I:
nitrogen and atcaic oxygen. These X-rqs have 3110 i ,,- i L --F,':.;..r I
wavelengths between 200 and 800 Angstl'(88. 2GO41-1 E' 'd_-:- j" - '-. -""'t=1
The predca1D8Dt electron producer is X-rqa \00' 14. I :
produced by heli\lll in tile sun, with a vave- 0 6 .. ;2 ,~ 2"
langth ,ot 3011Angs~rClU. ,.,..."",

The 1::layer is produced about 100-110 !un up by two proceases. Very enerICetic
X-rnys, vi th wavelengths less than 100 Angstroms, ionize oxygen and nitrogen.

ln addition, ultraviolet lig~t with wavelengths near 1000 Angstroms ionize
oxygen. At noon there are 10 3elefitrons per cubic centimete~ produced; at night
the concentration drops to 10' -10 /cm3.

!\clO\l 90 kIn, in the D region, the X-rays which have not already been absorbed
arc extremely energetic, with wavelengths less than 20 Angstroms. They are able
to ionize any gas they encounter. They produce the little squiggle at the extreme
left end of the graph in Figure 5. The amount ot such X-rays is- quite small and
not many electrons are produced by this kind of radiation. Most of the electron
in the upper part of the D region are produced in a different tashion. Betveen
..0 and 90 km, atomic nitrogen, produced by photochemical reactions in the E
region, diffuses downward and reacts vith oxygen to produce nitric oxide. no.
This gas is ionized by ultraviolet light up to 13110 Angstroms. It so happens that
hydrogen in the sun produces ultraviolet light in this range, 1216 Angstroms to
be exact (the Lyman-&.lpha line). Nitric oxide is thus iOAhed to produce a large
supply of electrons about 85 km above the surface.

In the lover part of the D region, ionization takes place because of cosmic
radiation rather than solar radiation. Cosmic rays are high-energy particles
produced by the stars. They hit the earth clay end night from all directions. Th
Their great energy allows some to penetrate even to ground level and below. MOot
collide with atmospheric gases about 60-70 km above the ground, producing a con-
ccentration of electrons. Because coamioraysaredeflectedby theearth'smag-
netic field, more ot thell enter the atmosphere near the poles, increasing the
concentration of electrons there.,

Since the electron concentration between 60 end 90 km is not as great as it
in thE' Iii and F layers, and lince it is more diffuse, this il called the D region,
rather than the D layer.

Perhaps it might have seemed from the previous discusl1on that all of the gas
molecules in the ionosphere have been ionized. Bot 10. Onl)' a small fraction is

Figure 5.
The lo,metlon of the ionospheri<: leyers, The gases eveilable 10 be ,onised

are d"'"buted rn he'ghlasshown ontht right-hand side. while the
",avelengths of ,ad,ations that can ionrse them are ma,ked below the
ho"zontal scale When ,adlOtion. of diHe,ent wavelength..re absorbed
in the atmosphere thev have their al,engths reduced by a foetor lie at
the he.ghts shown bv Ihe curve Those that can ionise the major
atmosphe"c gases (the contrnuoua part 01 the curve) produce electrona
mo" repidly at these levels Those that cannot ioni.. the main gases
are indicated by the broken line Thea...ong Lyman-.ra,liation a. 1216,1.

penetrates lar el1Ough 10 ionise the "itric: oxide (NO) inlhe 0 region.
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Recombination

ionized. For instance,at 100
km, in the E layer, it has been

found that there are 10,000 free

electrons per cubic centimeter,

but that i~e neutral particles
number 10 /em3. In other words,

one one out of every hundred

million gas molecules is ionized
at this level.

Below the D region the

.. amount of high energy solar rays
Z drops to such a lov level that

practicallYDO free electrons
are produced. Since it is the

electron layers which are re-

sponsible for the retraction

and absorption of radio vaves,
we will not concern ourselves

with the lover atmosphere. Just

as a point ot interest; only
about 50% ot the sun' s energy

mostly in the form of visible

light, actuallY reach.. the

surface of the earth.
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After electrons have been produced by the disassociation ot atmospheric

molecules, they reaa1n tree for some tille.Since they are constantlymoving about,
eventually they will collide vith positive ions and recombine to form neutrnl

atoms and molecules. Scae strike neutral atoms and combine to form negative ions.

The rate at which electrons are lost by recombination with positive ions depends

on the number of encounters and on the concentrations of electrons and iono. The

more electrons there are, the greater the chance of recom!;ination, all other

f~tors being ignored. Remember that at the S8llletime electrons are usually being
produced by the action ot sunlight on neutral molecules. The net effect is a

relatively atable number of electrons in a region over a period c~ time.

In the D region toraed by cosmic radiation, there are enough gas molecules

for frequent collisionswith electrons.Many electrons attach themselvesto neut-
ral atoms to produce negative ions. During the clay, ho11ever, other s9lar radiation

break these negative ions down almost immediately. Thus the tree electron concen-
tratinn is greaterduring the day than at night. This, as we shallsee,is psr-
tially responsible for daytime absorption of radio Skywaves. At dusk, when the
radiation from the sun becomes weaker and eventuall)'disappears,fever negative
ions are disassociated and thus the concentration ot tree electrOAs drops, almost

completelydisappearingat night.
At higher levels, the distance betveen particles is greater on the average

than in the lover D region. Bence the probability of a collision between an elec-

tron and an ion or molecule becomes lIIIIaller. For instance, at 80 km in the D
region, a particle travels an average ot aboutII millimeters (1/5 inch) before
COllision. At 100 kill in the E region, it must travel about 9 em (3It inches),

whilein the F region, it lIust travel many hundreds otmeters (thousands gf feet).
Just for comparison, at sea level, a gas particle travels about 8.6x 10- em
(0.000003 inches) before colliding with another gas particle. Since there are
fever colli&1ons at the heights of the I: and '1 layers than in the D region, it
takeslongerfor the electrons to dilappear by recombination. At night there is
a lowering of the concentration. Hovever, it has been noted that the E and '1
lqers do not entirely disappear at night, even during the long polar night. In
tact the)'continue to exhibit their usual daily increase and decre..e even during
the long absence ot lunlight.The reason tor this is not clear. Iooiution dup.
to meteors has been suggested. Upvard movement along the geomagnetic field lines
into regions where the densit)' is too low to allov tor recombination might be
responsible tor the durable FlllIIYer. Other pollibilities which have been luggelted
includesolarwind particles penetrating into the magnetospheric "tllil" ot the
earth and then ccaing back upstream, as it were,into the polar regionl. It is
allO possible that aurora-like low enersy particles continuous~ bombard the
:DOlarcapl. -
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Occasionallythereare "clouds" ot ionization called "sporadic E" at lov E

l~er altitudes. This m~ be due to heavy ions deposited at these altitudes by
meteors. It the proper wind conditions exist ai these altitudes, the heavy ions
IUI,7 tOl'll a 18~er that would be very bigbly conductive.

'lbe 12 La7er

Above the Fl layer, starting at an altitude ot about 250 km, another layer
ot electrons has been discovered. At one time it vas thought that this vas Just
another Chapmanlqer, s1ailar to the D, E, and Fl l~ers. Hovever, serious dis-
crepancies appeared between the obserYed 4&ily Tariations in the electron density
and the theoretical values and rates ot recombination. Since the theory Just did
not tit, the scientists vent baclt to their drawing boards and came up vith a more
acceptable expl&D8tion. Icnr two reactions' are believed to t&lte place:

1) 0+.+ 12. 10+ + e-

2) e- + 10+. B + 0

The first reaction is an ion-atom interchange. The atomic ion O' chanl';es place

vith a nitrogen atom in the N2 molecule to produce a molecular ion, NO.. In the
second reaction, an electron recombines vith the molecular ion flO. to torm atomic
nitrogen and oxygen. It is believed that Just abon the Fl peak the concentration
of molecular nitrogen (N2) drops. This vould occur above the peak ot the molecular
nin-ogcn l~er mentioned earlier in this article. As the concentration of gas
drops, so too doss the amount ot NO. produced by reaction 1, simply because ot a
lack of nitrogen. As a result, in this region, reaction 2 does not take place ,0
any great extent, since it depends on NO. ions. Without reaction 2, electrons
remain tree and their concentration increases. Another tactor governing electrons
is their veight. Since they are much lighter than the molecular ions, they dittuse
upward more rapidly, thus turther increasing their concentration upvard. At
present, it is thought that at the pe&lt ot the 12 layer, the eftects ot dittusion
and recombination are equal. Belov the peak, the governing tactor is the combined
processes of electron production and loss, vhereas above the peak, it is the
ditfusion ot electrons and ions. The 12 l~er does not disappear by recombination
at night since its presence is governed more by the presence ot molecular nitrogen
than on solar radiation.

. Changes in the Electron Lqers

As mentioned aboTe, the D, E, and Fl l~ers are governed by the energy that
they receive trom the sun. As a region ot the ionosphere goes into the earth's
shadov, electrons are no longer being produced, and the process ot recombination
proceeds unhindered. The electron density keeps on dropping until sunlight again
strikes the region. During SUllllller, vhen the d~time electron concentration is very
Aigh, the level to which the electron concentration drops Jut before sunrise
is still high compared with the winter leTSls.

As the earth progresses around the SUD in its yearly path, the angle at vhich
the sun's r~s hit any spot changes. During December, tor instance, the r~s
come in at a much lover angle in the northern hemisphere than they do in June,
and the rays spread out more. Thus it should be that the electron. concentration

'in the Tmous l~en should be lover. There 18 one other tactor vhich slightly
changes this. Since the earth is actually closer to the sun in December than in
June, the intensity ot solar radiation 18 slightly stronger. This has the etfect
ot producing a greater electron concentration in the F layer.

As most DXers knov, the nllllber ot sunspots changes in an eleven year cycle.
Changes in the solar actiTit:r somehov atteci the number ot electrons present in
the ionosphere, but the exact reason 18 not clear. Perhaps the increased solar
activity increases the geomagnetic tield ot the earth, thus alloving more elec-
trons to be trapped. The absorption ot radio vaves does increase in years ot high
solar activity.

On occasion the sun sends out nares, or streams ot charged particles. When
they reach the earth, they C81l8e disruptions in the Van Allen belts ot charged
particles high above the ionosphere. Eleotrons and protons tall trom the Van Allen
belts into the ionosphere, chang~ng the electron concentration drastically.

Gordon P. lIelson, in hie lengt~ article on Medium Wave ~ignal Paths in 1969-10
has described tull:r What pppens on such occUiOiiS Vii8n auror..r-eiiiiditions" are
produced.

II. Radio Waves and the Ionosphere

So tnr ve have seen that the atmosphere contains regions vith high con-
centrations of electrons. We are now interested in seeing vhat happens to a

radio vave as it enters one ot these regions. To'b'egin vith, in order to
simplify the explanation, let's ignore the magnetic field of the earth which,
as ve shall see, is influential in the vay that radio vaves are absorbed.

A radio wave has ..&:)ciated with it an electric field. This field exerts
a force on charged particles in the ionosphere. Since electrons are much lighter
than the positive ions in the ionosphere, they are more strongly influenced by
this electric tield. In tact, the effect of the electric field on the positive
ions can be ignored since it 18 negligible in comparison with the effect on the
light electrons.

The force exerted on the electrons causes them to vibrate along a path
which is parallel to the flux lines ot the waTS, and at right angles to the
direction of the vave. The lover the frequency of the vave, the greater vill .be
the size ot the vibration of the electrons and also the average velocity of the
electrons. Changes in the velocity of the electrons vill be 900 out ot phase
with the electric tield ot the vave since the 8Oving electrons offer intertoia
reactance to the torees acting on it. Since the electron is a charge particle,
its vibrations produce a charge electric current, vhich in turn makes the elec-
tron act like a small antenna, t&lting energy from the initial vave and re-
radiating it in a different phase. Since there are many electrons Tibrating,
the vavelets produced by each viti be in phase in certain directions and out of
phase in others. In general, the wavelets will add up to produce a strong vave
in the forward direction; in other directions, the combined vaves vill produce
a veak vave by destructive interterence.

Since the ph&8e 18 advanced by 900 in each ot the vavelets produced by
an electron, the combined wave from all the electrons occurs a little earlier
than the original vave travelling through tree space. To put it in another. vay ,
the phase velocity of the vave is greater than the group velocity. The result
is that the vave appears to haTe travelled a little taster than the original
vave, and vill erriTe earlier. As the vaTS traTea into a region in which the
electron concentration 18 greater, the re-radiated vave is greater so that in
the combined vave the oscillation occurs even earlier than before. (The phase
velocity increases.) The phase velocity of the vave depenes on the frequency
and on the concentration of electrons. The change in velocity 18 greatest tor
lov frequencies and tor high concentrations of electrons.

3

Retraction

Let us see ¥hat happens to a vave which hits the electron layer at an
angle. Suppose that the concentration ot electrons increases upvard. 'l'he top
of the veTe enters this denser region tirst, and after being re-radiated,
travels more rapidly than the bottom of the wave. As the wave continues to ad-
Tance, the top of the vave continues to get further ahead of the bottom. The
etfect is that the direction in which the vave is travelling gradually changes:
the wave gradually svings around until it is renected back to earth. (See Figure
6.) WaTSS that hit the lqer at a smallangle need only be bent a small 8IIIount
before returning to earth. For larger "angles of incidence, the wave BlUst pene-

. trate further into the l~er. In doing so, the Dumber of the vibrating electrons
which collide with other g&8 particles increases, and hence the amount of ab-
sorption increases. The electric tield of the vaTe increases in strength when
the vave speeds up. The electrons are thus thrown into greater oscillation, with
a greater lossof energy, even
though the number of collisions
may not increase signiticantly.
Since the electrons oscillate
at higher speeds, this _ans,
in terms of the kinetic theory
of gues, that their tempera-
ture has increased. Exper1lllents
have been conducted, or at
least planned, to send extreme-
ly high energy radio waves into
the ionosphere, heating the
atoms there to the point that
they emit visible light.

Let us see what happens
to a radio vave vhich travels
straight up. Usingthe s-
line ot reasoning as in the
preceding paragraph, the vave
will be reflected straight
back down if its phase velo-
city becomes infinitely great so that it can swing over quickly enough. This
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villhappen if the frequency of the vave is lov enough or if the concentration
of electrons is high enough. If the frequency of the vave is too high, or if
the concentration of electrons is lov, the vave vill not reach an infinite
phase velocity and thus vill not be reflected, but vill instead penetrate the
electron layer, perhaps to reach another electron leyer of greater density.
Scientists use this phenomenon to measure the height and electron density of
the different layers. Radio vaves of different frequencies are sent vertically
upward. By noticing vhich are reflected and from the time lapse, they can tell
the height and electron concentration of the layers.

The highest frequency to be r~flected from a layer is called the critical
frequency. The critical frequencies for the varieus ionospheric layers are
really only of theoretical interest to the medium vave DXer, since all fre-
quencies in the broadcast band are vell' belov the critical frequencies, and
then vill be reflected back to earth. The shortvave DXer or ham must pay heed
to the criticaJ. frequency or a lover value known as the maximum usable fre-
quency (MUF); otherwise, higher frequencies vill simplycontinue through the
ionosphere into space, perhaps being refracted but not enough to return to
earth.

};'1'en though all broadcast band frequencies vill be refracted back to
earth, this does not mean that a station vill be heard via skywave only.
A station closer than scout 200 km (125 miles) vill probably be received via
groundvave, since the intensity of the groundvave is much stronger thanthe
skywave at this distance. At about 200-250 km, the intensity of the skywave
and groundvave are about equal, and consequently there is otten interference
between the two vaves, veakening the sip:nal. Above 250 km (160 miles) the
station vill be heard primarily by skywave. Since as ve have seen, a wave
entering the ionosphere at a small angle is not absorbed as much since it does

not haye to penetrate as far into the layer, vavas retracted from the ionosphere
have an optimum ensle of refraction, of about 10 . For angles smaller than
this, there is too much absorpt ion from the lover atmosphere. Because the
earth is curved, the maximum distance avay from a transmitter that a signal
can be received is about 1200 km from the E layer and about 3000 km fran the
F layer. Signals can reflect off the ~round to' once again hit the ionosphere.
All long-range DOCis'of this multi-skip type.

ever, for most cases, the E20 times fall within a fp'lil minutes of sunrise at
the transmitter site. This allows us to use the time of sunrise at the trans-
mitter as a good indicator of the latest time that good reception can be ex-
pected. It is extremely rare that there is reception via skywaves for more
than ninety minutes after transmitter sunrise. Sunrise at the control point
usually causes the electron concentration to build to such a point that only
a small portion of the strongest skywaves can penetrate.

There should be an analogous E20 time for stations to the vest of a
receiver, that is. there should be a predictable time at vhich a vestern sta-
tien vill fade ie. This is less predictable. however. since it takes sane time
for the already existing electrons to recombine, reducing the amount of absorp-
tion to the point where the signal can penetrate. Since the transmitter is
still in daylight in such cases, noise levels also will be generally higher.
Thus signals travelling eastvard should be expected to fade in later than
their vestvard counterparts fade out. More work needs to be done in this
particular area.

4

Absorption

Electrons vhich are vibrating will occasionally collide with gas molecules.
As they do, kinetic energy acquired from the radio vave 18 partially transferred
to the gas molecules and partially radiated in the fol'lll of a disordered radio
vave. This disordered vave adds nothing to the transmission of the original
vave. The net result 18 that the passing radio vave becomes weaker because of
the loss of energy by absorption. The amount of energy absorbed depends on the
n_ber of collisions and on the locity of the electrons. Most of the absorp-
tion of va s takes place at the lower edges of the ionized regions because
the atmospheric pressure is greatest there. The possibility of collisions is
greatest there because of the larger number of gas molecules. Since lov fre-
quency vaves cause the electrons to vibrate more than high frequency vaves,
low frequency vaves are absorbed more. That is vhy medium vave frequencies
do not penetrate the D region in daytime. A relatively high gas pressure
exists in th18 region. The large oscillations of the electrons increases the
possibility of collision.

Sky vaves of considerable intensity are returned from the E layer.
liighttime sky waves frequently penetrate the E layer and are reflected fran
the F layer, particularly at the high frequency end of the MWband. and at
nearly vertical angles of incidence.

The Earth's Magnetic Field

The aagnetic field of the earth also influences the aoving electrons
of the ionosphere. Any charged particle in IIOtion. such as an electron, pre-
duces a magnetic field around it. The interaction betveen the aagnetic compo-
nent of the radio vave and the magnetic field of the electron causes it to vi-
brate back and forth on a line at right angles to the direction of the vave.
Nov if a third magnetic field. that of the earth. is added. the electron will
then move in an elliptical path. The exact shape of the ellipse depends on the
frequency of the vave and the strength of the earth 's field. At high frequencies
the ellipse vill be long and narrov, but as the frequency is lovered. the el-
lipse becomes closer to a circle. At certain broadcast band frequencies, the
path of the electron becanes a spiral. The exact frequency at vhich this occurs
depends on the strength of the earth 's magnetic field at that point. The di-
rection in which the electron is travelling is reversed at the same instant
that the electrostatic flux of the vave changes polarity. At these frequencies
the electron velocity can increase without limit. 'DIe electron takes out IIOre
energy than it is re-radiated. At these frequencies. called thegyre-frequencies.
the wave is thus weakened. The smallest gyro-frequencies occur near the equa-
tor. about 680 kHz over Brazil; the largest near the poles. about 1700 kHz near
Nev Zealand.Thus reception from certain directions on certain frequencie. be-
canes almost impossible.

Conclusion

In this brief article I have attempted to present as clearly as pouible
vithout a great deal of mathematics a description of the ionosphere and the
vays that radio vaves are affected by it. By no means has this been a complete
or detailed analysis. ,However, I hope that some understanding of the vays in
which radio vavps are affected by the ionosphere vill help the DXer to avoid
vasting time and energy in looking for stations vhich simply could not be
heard because of conditions in the ionosphere preventing such reception.
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